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ScintillaNet SandBox  

Scintilla is a syntax highlighting source code editing control available for Windows, Linux and OSX operating 
systems that supports over 80 programing languages. ScintillaNet is a Net Frameworks wrapper for the Scintilla.dll. I 
wanted to use this software with a SQLite project.  ScintillaNet implemented a custom XML based configuration to 
allow the control to be used with languages that do not have support built into the basic Scintilla.dll. Unfortunately 
there is sparse documentation on the creation and use of these XML files. ScintillaNet Sandbox is a PUBLIC 
DOMAIN Visual Studio 2010 Visual Basic project to extract some understanding of these XML files and how to 
create new ones. This project targets Net Frameworks X86 4.0. 

The Scintilla DLL has 74 language Lexers and up to 255 styles that are used to format the text in the control. The 
Lexer determines what styles are available and how they are used for a particular programing language. Unless one 
decides to write a new Lexer from scratch then one must use one of the built in Lexers for their new language XML 
file. Each XLM file may have up to seven Keyword lists associated with the language. One of the big problems in 
creating a new ScintillaNet XML file is determining what Lexer to use and finding out what styles are available with 
the Lexer and more specifically what they are used for. This application was created to address that problem. 

Command Line Options 

There are four command line options for Sandbox: 

-Work: This specifies the working directory. The default is C:\ScintillaNet\ but if no files are found in that 
directory it reverts to the current working directory (usually the application directory). That directory 
may be either a local directory or a network directory (as shown in the screenshot above). This can 
be over ridden with this command line option. The working directory is used to write new XML files 
to or load XML from. If a subdirectory named “XML” exists in the working directory it will be used. 
Example: 

  -work:”c:\somplace Else\working directory\”  (note the quotation marks) 

 

-Lang: This is an option to specify a new language file that is being created. This adds the new language 
to the END of list of languages supported by ScintillaNet. The default is SQLite. This Example: 

  -lang:NewLanguage  

 

-Font: This sets the Font used by the “Reset Fonts” button. The default is Arial. This Example: 

  -lang:otherfont 

 

? A question mark anywhere in the command line brings up a message box with a short explanation 
of these options. The program then exits. 

 



Program Requirements 

This application requires ScintillaNET.dll and SciLexer.dll. There is also a X64 version of the SciLexer64.dll but this 
application neither requires it or will take advantage of it. The program expects to find these dll in the same directory 
as the application but should work with the dll in the %windows%\system32 directory as well (that configuration has 
NOT been tested). The optional XLM subdirectory can be used for the XML configuration files that come with 
ScintillaNet. The application also requires Microsoft Net Frameworks 4.0. 

 

The program is NOT signed and will generate a security message if run form a network directory: 

 

 SandBox Operation 

When the application is loaded it comes up with a Scintilla Text Box loaded with an assortment of strings one might 
find in various programing languages. If you do not like the text used then you can create a file named “SandBox-
TestText.xml” with something more to your liking. This file should be placed in the working directory. On the extreme 
left are three buttons to control the text font used in the Editor box: 

             

Personally I abhor Microsoft’s “Courier New” font (the only mono-space font provided by Microsoft) and that is the 
font that ScintillaNet uses by default. The “Reset Fonts” will change the fonts to Arial by default or whatever option 
that is specified on the command line. The “Zoom In” and “Zoom Out” button can be used to control the size of the 
text in the Editor control. To the right of these buttons are two check boxes used to turn “Line Wrapping” and “Line 
Numbers” on or off. Below the checkboxes are two labels that indicate the current Language and Lexer are in use. 
ScintillaNet uses names for the Lexer while ScintillaNet.DLL uses a integer number. A single ScintillaNet.DLL Lexer 
number may be used with several ScintillaNet languages. 

 

Next in line is the language selection Combo box. 

             

The drop down lists has all the native languages supported by the Scintilla.DLL and the XML defined languages 
include with ScintillaNet if the XML files were located at startup. Each of the XML languages has the characters 
“XML:” appended to the front of the language name. Thus you may have two different configurations for each 



language (actually three is you have XML files in both the working directory and the XML sub directory). The last 
Language listed is the current XML development that is specified via the command line option. 

 

Under the Language control are four buttons. The first of these is labeled “TEST.XML”. This intended to be used to 
determine the style used by a particular Lexer. This button is NOT enabled when any XLM based language is 
selected. It constructs a XLM file for the language “test” using the Lexer for the language currently indicated by the 
language control. Then it loads that XML file. It also inserts seven text lines in the top of the editor box: 

     

I was working on creating a XML language file for the SQLite database engine. The Scintilla.DLL has three SQL 
Lexers. I added the three Lexer buttons so that I could switch between these Lexers. In doing so I discovered a 
small disconnect between ScintillaNet and Scintilla. Whenever Scintilla changes Lexers it automatically loads the 
Styles for that Lexer. When ScintillaNet set a language it also configures each of the styles. It keeps a list of these 
styles and their attributes internally. However when ScintillaNet changes the Lexer it does NOT reconfigure the 
styles and thus its internal style table is totally bogus. Lesson learned: always use the XML file to configure the 
Lexer. 

 

Now we come to the real heart of the application: 

       

The button “Next Style” steps through each of the styles for the current Language/Lexer changing the the Font to 

“Arial Black” and the background to “Yellow”. By observing the changes in the editor box one can determine 

what each style is used for. In the case shown above style number 16 is named WORD2 and used for Keyword List 
“1”. 

 



This examples shows Style 0 is named “DOCUMENT_DEFAULT” and used for “white space” and “End of Line” 
characters. Also note that it catches several special characters as well. 

   

 

This example shows that Style 1 is named “COMMENT” and used for “C” language style block comments (the Lexer 
in this case is “cpp”).  

   

 



The “Show Styles” button replaces the edit box with a list view that displays the current styles and their attributes 
according to the ScintillaNet style table. Note that the current style is indicated by the Yellow background for the 
Scintilla.dll style name (that corresponds to its style number). You may need to expand the application window or 
scroll to see all the styles and their attributes <!— HEY! I just spotted a BUG in my software. I will be right back -->. The 
number of style is shown next to the button which is now labeled “Hide Styles”. 

 

 

The last button in this set is labeled “Styles to XML File”. It writes all the styles for the current Lexer to an XML file 
with a filename of the form: “Lexer(#)-styles.xml” where “Lexer” is the ScintillaNet Lexer name and “#” is the 
Scintilla style number. Note that the Font Name, Size and Character set are not included. There is a reason for that. 

 



It also places a “tab delimited” copy on the Windows clipboard that can be pasted into Excel or another program for 
documentation purposes (you will need to do a little formatting and fill in the notes and sample columns). 

Style 
No Style Name Note Sample 

Back 
Ground Fore Ground Bold Italic 

Under 
Line Eol Fill 

35 BRACEBAD 
  

White Black FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

34 BRACELIGHT 
  

White Red TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

38 CALLTIP 
  

Info InfoText FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

36 CONTROLCHAR 
  

White Black FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

32 DEFAULT 
  

Window Black FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

33 LINENUMBER 
  

Control Black FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

0 DOCUMENT_DEFAULT White Space 
 

Window WindowText FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

1 COMMENT Block comment /*string*/ Yellow Green FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

2 COMMENTLINE Line Comment / String White Green FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

3 COMMENTDOC (no matches) 
 

White Green FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

4 NUMBER 
 

1234567890 White Orange FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

5 WORD List 0 
 

White Blue FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

6 STRING Double Quoted  “String” White Red FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

7 CHARACTER Single Quoted ‘String’ White Red FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

8 UUID (no matches) 
 

#0FFAAA Red FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

9 PREPROCESSOR 
 

# anything White Blue FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

10 OPERATOR Special character 
()[]<>/+ -
*=&%^!?~| White DarkGoldenrod FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

11 IDENTIFIER List 2,4,5 and 6 
 

White Black FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

12 STRINGEOL (no matches) 
 

#0FFAAA Red FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

13 VERBATIM (no matches) 
 

White Red FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

14 REGEX (no matches) 
 

White Black FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

15 COMMENTLINEDOC (no matches) 
 

White Green FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

16 WORD2 List 1 
 

White Teal FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

17 COMMENTDOCKEYWORD (no matches) 
 

White Green FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

18 COMMENTDOCKEYWORDERROR (no matches) 
 

White Green FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

19 GLOBALCLASS List 3 
 

White Purple FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 

By the way the first six of these are the defaults for Scintilla.dll and will appear in every style group. As you can see 
from my example here I had a number of “no matches”. That is most likely because my sample text did not have the 
appropriate keywords or syntax. You can get around this problem for XML based languages by creating a text file 
for the language. It needs to be named “Lang_TestText.txt” where “Lang” matches the Language name of the XML 
file. This file will need to be located in the same directory as the Language XML file. 

 

That brings us to the Last Two buttons. 

 

The first “All Styles to XML File” writes all styles for all Lexer Languages to an XML file. It does this by going 
through and setting the current ScintillaNet language for each language and then going through the style table. Thus 
it must reset the Language when done. The second button “All Lang to XML File” does the same thing but writes 
the Languages and Lexer names to an XML file. The files will be named “DefaultStyles-All.xml” and “Languages-
All.xml”. 

 

That is it for the application. If you want to add another feature change the way it operates then the source code is 
available from my Web site: www.keywild.com. 
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Creating a ScintillaNet XML Language file 

I began this wild goose chase so that I could create a ScintillaNet XLM language file for SQLite. Along the way I 
learned a few things. ScintillaNet uses the Microsoft Visual Studio XLM reader. This is NOT a fault tolerant piece of 
software. An error anywhere in the file will cause it to abort. Among other things if you use the same field name 
twice it errors out. Example: 

<Style Name="BRACEBAD" ForeColor="Black" ForeColor="White" /> 

 

Two dashes in any HTML style comment will cause it to go to never-never land. Example: 

 <!-- this will bring the XML reader to its knees -- or send it out to lunch --> 

 

All Keywords must be lower case. I believe that this comes from Scintilla.dll not ScintillaNet. 

 

Scintilla uses style 32 as the default font for all the others. Always include this as the first style in your style list to 
define the Font Name and Size. For the rest of styles leave the Font name and sizes out unless you want to override 
the default. DOCUMENT_DEFAULT should be the second style and may be completely blank. 

 

ScintillaNet XML Structure 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>  

Required header EXACTLY as it is shown. 

<!-- This is a language configuration file for ScintillaNET --> 

Always a good idea to include comments to indicate the purpose of the file (you may forget in a year or ten years). 

<ScintillaNET> 

Required Tag for ScintillaNET 

<Language Name="default" > 

You can have more than one language section in a file but you must have at least one. 

 

    <AutoComplete … > 

       <List> 

          This is an option Language section that needs research and documentation. 

 You will have to dig into the original Scintilla Docs and the ScintillaNet program code. 

 There is an example of this section in the ScintillaNet cpp.xml file. 

       </List> 

     </AutoComplete> 

 

     <Indentation TabWidth="4" SmartIndentType="cpp" /> 

  Indention is another optional section that needs research and documentation. 

This example is from the ScintillaNet cpp.xml file. 

 

<Lexer LexerName="FreeBasic" LineCommentPrefix="’" > 

The all-important Lexer section is required. Lexer name required. Comments definition is optional. 

This is an optional section if you are just defining styles. 

 <Properties> 

   This is another optional section that needs research and documentation. 



 There is an example of this section in the ScintillaNet mssql.xml file. 

 </Properties> 

 

   <Keywords List="0" > 

    You can have seven (0 through 6) keyword lists 

   </Keywords> 

 

  </Lexer> End of Lexer section 

 

<Styles> Define or modify style attributes in this section 

 <Style Name="DEFAULT" FontName="Arial" FontSize="10" /> 

   I recommend that you always define the default font unless you want to guess what ti will be. 

   <Style Name="DOCUMMENT_DEFAULT"/> 

   I cannot explain it but this is another style that I would always include. It just seems to work better. 

   Follow with any other styles you wish to modify. 

  </Styles> End of Style Section 

 

  <Commands Inherit="True"> 

   This is another optional section that needs research and documentation. 

 There is an example of this section in the ScintillaNet html.xml file. 

  </Commands> 

 

  <Snippets> 

   This is another optional section that needs research and documentation. 

 There is an example of this section in the ScintillaNet cpp.xml file. 

  </Snippets> 

 

</Language> End of language section 

</ScintillaNET> End of file 

 

As you can see there are a lot of optional things that you can do via the XML language file but you will need figure 
out how as the examples produce more questions than answers.  



 

 

 

SQLite.XML  

This is the SQLite.xml file that I currently have. It still needs some work but it does function. 

 

 

  



WEB Links :  

Scintilla: Scintilla Home page 

ScintillaNet: ScintillaNet Home Page 

SQLIte: SQLite Home Page 

 

Shameless Self Promotion:  

KeyWild_SQLite: My SQLite projects  (ScintillaNet SandBox project is on this page) 

KeyWild Arduino: My Arduino projects (ATMEL ATMega based Nano Digital Thermometer) 

KeyWild CAD Library: A Public Domain Library of DWG files for use with CAD systems (Fasteners, World Map, etc.) 

Back Office, Six Mountains: A novel that I wrote (published on Amazon Kindle) 
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